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INTRODUCTION 
The Weak solvability of the boundary value problem 
\‘ 
lal.77 <m 
(- 1 )lD’ D4 a,,(x) DQ(x, t) + b,,(x) D” ; u(x, t) 
I 
= \’ 
IaEm 
(-1)‘“’ D”[ g&x, I, C,U(X, t))], xEG, O<t<b, (1) 
u(x, 0) = u(x, b), XE G; 
D%(x. t) = 0, xE2G, O<t<b, IPlcrn, 
will be treated by reducing it to the periodic boundary value problem 
u’(t) = N(t, u(t)), O<t<b, 
u(O) = u(b) 
(2) 
in a Hilbert space H, where N is the sum of a semidissipative and a 
completely continuous operator. 
Initial boundary value problems for linear, nondegenerate, 
pseudoparabolic equations arise in mathematical physics and have been 
considered by various authors. References can be found in [2, 17, 181. Also 
the nonlinear case is of some interest in fluid mechanics, and has been 
studied in [ 19, 20, 231, e.g. But we do not know of any paper which is 
concerned with time periodic solutions of such problems. 
In Section 1 we investigate the existence of a continuously differentiable 
solution of (2) by using a quite classical method, which consists in finding a 
fixed point of the Poincare operator, associated with the corresponding initial 
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value problem. This operator may be multivalued in our case, but we can 
ensure that it is a pseudoacyclic set-contraction, which allows us to apply a 
fixed point theorem of Fitzpatrick and Petryshyn [7]. The same technic has 
already been used in [S 1, if N can be represented as the sum of a dissipative 
and a strict contractive mapping. Related results can also be found in 1 1, 4, 
15 1. 
In Section 2 we define what we mean by a weak solution of (1) introduce 
the hypotheses we need, and state two theorems about the weak solvability of 
(1). Roughly speaking, we deal with a nonresonance case and with resonance 
at the lowest eigenvalue of the linear operator, induced by the first term of 
the linear part of (1 ), if this eigenvalue is 0. 
The proofs of both assertions are contained in Section 3. They are based 
on the existence result, established for (2). 
I. THE PERIODIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM (2) 
Let X be a topological space and Y be a Banach space; then C(X, Y) 
denotes the linear space of continuous functions and Cb(X, Y) the Banach 
space of continuous and bounded functions, equipped with the supremum 
norm 1 lot,. Moreover C’( [a, b], Y) means the linear subspace of continuously 
differentiable functions of C( [a, 61, Y), if a, b E IR and a < b. 
In order to introduce the Poincare operator, associated with (2), we need 
global solvability of the initial value problem 
u’(t) = N(t, u(t)) 
u(0) = h 
(3) 
on [0, b] for each h E H. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space and b > 0. Suppose that 
N: [0, b] x H + H can be represented as N(t, x) = K(t, x) t F(t, x, x) for 
tE[O,b] andxEH, where K:[O,b]xH+Hand F:[O,b]xHxH+H 
satisfy: 
(Al) K is completely’ continuous: i.e., it is continuous and maps 
bounded sets into compact sets. 
(A2) For each bounded D E H the function (t, x) t+ F(t, x, a) I D maps 
[0, b] x H into C,(D, H) and is completely continuous and uniformly 
continuous on bounded subsets of [0, b] x H. There exists some 
k E C([O, b], R) with 
(F(t, x,y) - F(t, x, z)ry - z> < k(t) II y - zII’ 
for all t E [0, b] and x,y, z E H. 
(4) 
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(A3) There are p, u E R ’ such that ]] F(t, x, 0) + K(t, x)]] < ,u ]]x]] + v 
for all t E [O, b] and x E H. 
Then for each h E H there is at least one u E C’([O, b], H), which solves 
(3). and any maximal solution of (3) is defined on [0, b]. 
Proof: Proving local solvability is much the same as in the special case, 
where N is the sum of a dissipative and a compact operator, because of 
condition (A2). The reader is referred to [4, 5, 13, 141. Hence, applying 
Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain both assertions. 
Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 1.1 hold for N, and set 
S(h) = (U IU E C’([O, b], H), u satisfies (3)l 
for h E H; then we can define the Poincare’ operator T: H+ Pow(H)\{0} by 
T(h) = (u(b) ] u E S(h)/. H ere and in the sequel Pow(M) means the power 
set of a set M. Obviously it suffices to ensure a fixed point of T, in order to 
guarantee a solution of (2). 
Later we need the following fixed point theorem, which is due to 
Fitzpatrick and Petryshyn [ 71. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let Y be a Banach space and Xc Y be nonempty, 
bounded, closed and conveVx. If K E [0, 1) and F X+ Pow(X)\(pI} is a 
pseudoacyclic K-set-contraction, then T has a fixed point, i.e., x E T(x) for 
some x E X. 
Let us recall the notations pseudoacyclic and K-set-contraction. 
If X, Y are topological spaces, a map E X+ Pow(Y) is said to be upper- 
semicontinuous in ?c E X, iff for any open subset V of Y, containing T(x), 
there exists some neighborhood U of x, satisfying T(U) := U,,, T(u) E V. It 
is called uppersemicontinuous, if it is uppersemicontinuous in each point 
of x. 
Now let us denote fi the functor of Tech homology with rational coef- 
ficients, and assume that r is uppersemicontinuous, then it is called 
pseudoacyclic, iff there exist a topological space Z, an uppersemicontinuous, 
compact-valued function 0: X+ Pow(Z) with O(x) acyclic concerning B for 
x E X, and a rp E C(Z, Y) with f = p 0 0, i.e., T(x) = yl(O(x)). 
If X, Y are metric spaces and K E [0, l), an uppersemicontinuous mapping 
E X + Pow(Y) is said to be a rc-set-confraction, iff y(T(B)) < KY(B) for each 
bounded subset B&X. Here y denotes Kuratowski’s measure of noncom- 
pactness, i.e., 
y(B) = inf{e > 0 I B admits a finite covering by 
sets of diameter Q E 1. 
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Two further notions from algebraic topology are still needed. A compact 
metric space X is called a compact absolute retract, iff i(X) is a retract of Y 
for any metric space Y and any injective i E C(X, Y). A nonempty inter- 
section of a decreasing sequence of compact absolute retracts is said to be a 
compact R 6. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let H be a Hilbert space and b > 0, and suppose that 
N: 10, b] x H -+ H can be represented as N(t, x) = K(t, x) + F(t, x, x) for 
t E 10, bj and x E H with K: [0, bj x H-H and F: [0, b] x H x H--t H, 
satisfying (Al )-(A3). Moreooer assume that ji k(t) dt < 0 for some k, for 
which (4) is fulfilled, and that there exists some r > 0 with (N(t, x), xi < 0 
for all t E [0, b] and x E H, satisfying llxll> r. 
Then (2) has at least one solution. 
Proof: Weapply Proposition 1.2to Y=H,X={hIhEH,Jlhll~r},f= 
T 1 X and K = exp(J’i k(t) dt). f(X) G X immediately follows from the last 
assumption. Moreover one easily derives that S is uppersemicontinuous, 
considered as a map from H into Pow(C([O, b], H)). Denoting the evaluation 
map at b from C([O, b], H) into H by E, i.e., E(u) = u(b) for 
u E C([O, b], H), we have T = E o S, which in particular yields the upper- 
semicontinuity of T. Applying standard technics, one obtains 
y(T(B)) < KY(B) for B s X, hence that T is a K-set-contraction. The proof of 
this fact is left to the reader, who is referred to [3-5 ] for similar results. 
Thus it remains to prove that S(h) is compact and acyclic in C([O, b], H) for 
each h E H. Now the following assertion is valid for h E H: 
If (u,) E C’([O, b], H)“. IS a 1 I,z-bounded sequence with u,(O) = h and 
lu:, - N(., u,(.))l, < l/n for n E R\1, then (u,) has a 1 IT-convergent sequence. 
Therefore [22; Theorem 31 can be applied, which yields that S(h) is a 
compact R,. Since a compact absolute retract is homeomorphic to a retract 
of a convex subset of a Banach space, it is acyclic concerning I?. Then the 
continuity of fi [24] concerning compact topological spaces shows the 
acyclicity of S(h), since the limit (in the sense of inverse systems of 
topological spaces) of a decreasing sequence of such spaces is its inter- 
section. 
Remarks 1.4. (1) If one substitutes the last assumption of Theorem 1.3 
by (N(t, x),x) < 0 for t E [0, b] and x E H with JIxI/ = r, the assertion 
remains valid, but then [4; Example 1 ] is a counterexample for the case 
j; k(t) dt = 0. 
(2) It should be noted that Lasry and Robert have established a 
stronger acyclicity assertion in [ 12 1, namely, that each nonvoid compact set, 
which is the intersection of a sequence of compact absolute retratcs, is 
acyclic concerning Tech cohomology with integer coefftcients. This fact is 
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more difficult to prove, since one cannot directly appeal to the continuity of 
tech cohomology. 
2. WEAK SOLVABILITY OF (1) 
Here we define the notion “weak solution of (1),” state our hypotheses 
and existence assertions, and give some additional remarks. Throughout we 
use the following notations: 
Let m, 1 E N, b > 0, and G c IR ’ be a nonempty, bounded region. We 
mean by a,/3~ Z+’ multiindices, by s(m) the number of multiindices a with 
lal:=C ,<,<, aj Q m, by Wm.‘(G) the Sobolev space of L’(G) functions, 
having weak partial derivatives D”u for Ial < m, and by Vju the weak jth 
order gradient of u E M”“**(G), if 0 <j < m. We set cju = (u, V, u,..., V,u) for 
u E l+‘“‘**(G) and 0 <j < m, and denote the I+‘“‘**(G) inner product and norm 
by ( 9 >, and II llmr respectively. Finally, H means the 11 II,-closure in 
Wm.*(G) of the set of P-functions on G, having compact support. 
Let us state the following hypotheses: 
V-Ill aa4 EL”O(G) and uaB=aBa for lal,I/lI<m. If IaJ=IfiI=m, 
is supposed to be uniformly continuous. There exists some c > 0 with 
IL, =f?# %3(X) Vfb &clql*” for xE G a.e. and qE R’. 
(H2) g,: G x [0, b] x FP’) -+ R satisfies Caratheodory’s conditions 
for Ial Q m; i.e., g,(., t,~) is measurable for each (t,~) E [0, b] x IRScm’ and 
g, (.L *1 a) is continuous on [0, b] x R’(“‘) for x E G a.e., and is sublinear with 
growth rate u E [0, 1); i.e., there is some c, E R + and d, E L*(G), such that 
we have 1 g,(x, t, y)\ < c, 1~1” + d,(x) for x E G a.e., 0 < I < b and J E IRStm’. 
Now, if we assume that aa and b,, (1 al, IpI < m) satisfy (Hl), we can 
define continuous, symmetric bilinear forms a, b: f-Z x H-, R by 
and 
akbv)= 1 1 Q(X) D%(x) D”vW dx 
lal.l4l<m -G 
b&y/)= -T- [ b,,(x) D”rp(x) D4w(x> dx 
lal.TlCrn -G 
for q,, v E H. Further we obtain a continuous, semilinear form g: [0, b] x H x 
H -+ R by setting 
forO<t<bandcp,yEH. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let a,,, b,, and g, satisfy the hypotheses tated in this 
section. Then u E C’([O, b], H) is called a weak solution of(l), iff it fullills 
u(0) = u(b) and 
for WE H and Ogt,<b. 
The notion “weak solution” is justified by the fact that one can associate a 
function U E L2(G x [0, b]) with such a u E C’([O, b], H), which has weak 
partial derivatives Dvu for each y E (Z ‘)‘+I with I(Y,,..., ]),)I <m and 
Y , + , < 1. One may compare this to [2 11. 
We will study the weak solvability of (1) under the assumption that the 
linear part is nondegenerate in the sense that b is coercive. If we denote the 
infimum and the supremum of the numerical range {b(q, rp) 1 v, E Zf, 
1) cp (Im = 1 } of b by w,(b), respectively Q,(b), we can state this condition as 
(b) w,(b) > 0. 
Then b is an inner product on H, for which we write ( , ) in the sequel. It 
induces a norm I/ )I, which is equivalent o 11 II,,,. 
Now two continuous, linear operators can be naturally associated with the 
bilinear form a, if one defines A,A,: H+ H by (Arp, w) = a@, w) and 
(A,p, w), = a@, w) for V, w E H. It is well known that (Hl) yields, because 
of Girding’s inequality, that the essential spectrum u&4,,) of A, is contained 
in (0, co). If we denote by B, the operator, given by (B,q, w),,, = b(v, w) for 
rp, w E H, we have 
info,(A) > [sup a@,)]-’ info,(A,), 
which shows that u,(A) z (0, co). Here the reader may notice that the above 
inequality also offers an estimate for infu,(A) by quantities, which only 
depend on the standard inner product ( , ), on H, and which are calculated 
for special cases in the literature about linear elliptic boundary value 
problems. 
Before stating our first theorem, we still need a further hypothesis: 
(H3) There exists some q E C([O, b], R) with J‘i q(t) dt < bw,(b) 
infu,(A) and C,o,=, [g,(x,t,y,z)-gg,(x,t,y,I”)J[z,--i,]~q(f)lz-fl? 
for x E G a.e., y E RS(“-“, I E [0, b] and z, iE RScm’-S(m-“. Here z, 
denotes the ath component of the vector z. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let m, 1 E N, b > 0 and G s Fi ’ be a nonempty, bounded 
region. Assume further that (Hl)-(H3), (b) and w,,(a) > 0 are satisfied. 
Then (I) has at least one weak solution. 
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The resonance case we can deal with is characterized by wO(a) = 0, i.e., 
O(A)G IR+ and 0 E a(4). Since we already know a,(A) E (0, co), 0 is an 
isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. Obviously the same assertions are 
valid for A,, and we have Ker(A) = Ker(A,). 
The hypotheses we further need are of the type first introduced by 
Landesman and Lazer for an elliptic boundary value problem at resonenca 
[ 1 I], and go back to de Figueiredo [6] in the form we shall use here. We 
also refer to [ 161, where special cases are discussed, and to [9]. 
(H4) Let C denote the unit sphere of FV), and u be the growth rate, 
demanded in (H2). We suppose that there is a Bore1 measurable function 
h,:GX [O,b]xZ-,R and a O,EL y(‘-“)(G) with I h,(x, t,Y)l Q O,(x) for 
XE G a.e., la1 < m, t E [0, b] and YE C, such that we have: 
lim,+, p;“g,(x, t,,, P,, Y,) = h,(x, t, y) for x E G a.e., I a ) < M, t E [O, b], 
YE Z and all sequences (Y,) E CrN, (t,) E [0, b]“” and @,) E (R+\{O})R”, 
which satisfy Y, +y, t, -+ f and p, + co. 
If (PE IV”**(G), we set G(p) := (x\xE G, ~&,,rp(x)~#O) and define a 
map S: Ker(A) x [0, b] + R by 
for y,EKer(A) and O<t<b. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let m, 1 E IN, b > 0, and G s IR’ be a nonempty, bounded 
region. Assume (HI)-(H4), (b), we(a) = 0, sod S((p, 1) < Ofor 0 < t < b and 
cp E Ker(A) with [loll ,,, = 1. Then (1) has a weak solution. 
Remarks 2.4. (1) It should be noted that u is uniquely determined 
under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3. 
(2) In general, it seems to be more convenient o calculate S(p, t) for 
IIo II,,, = 1 instead of [loll = 1, but the assertion of Theorem 2.3 also remains 
valid for II 11. 
(3) Other variational boundary conditions on c?G can be treated quite 
similarly. 
(4) If aa4 is replaced by -a=,, in (I) for I a 1, I/31 < m, the same 
assertions as those in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are valid, provided one demands 
the following estimate in (H3), 
for x E G a.e. t E [0, b], y E RS(m-‘), and z, i E RS(m)-Scm-‘). To see this, 
one substitutes t by b - t, which leads to the case considered before. 
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(5) If we assume that g, does not depend on I E [0, b] for 1 a I< m and 
that u is a stationary weak solution of (I), Theorem 2.3 corresponds to 
existence results, obtained in [9, 10, 161 for quasilinear, elliptic boundary 
value problems at resonance. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.2 AND 2.3 
Here we prove the assertions stated in Section 2, by reducing them to 
Theorem 1.3. Apart from the last step all other arguments are the same for 
both cases. 
We need the following assertion about the superposition operator, for 
which we can find no reference, and therefore we derive it for the sake of 
completeness. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let m, 1 E N, b > 0, and G be a nonempty, bounded region. 
Assume that g: G x [0, b] x Wm) -+ IR satisfies Caratheodory’s conditions 
and is sublinear with growth rate u (in the sense of (H2)). Define U: [0, b] X 
W”-‘*2(G) x H+ L*(G) by 
m w9 9)(x) = g(-% 4 &I - I v(x), V,9(x)) 
for x E G a.e., 0 < t < 6, 9 E H and IJ E W”-‘*‘(G). 
Then, if A c H is 11 I/,-bounded, the mapping (t, w) w U(t, w, .) I A is 
continuous from [0, b] x IV-‘**(G) info C,(A, L*(G)). 
Proof. Let E > 0, (t,) E [0, b]“‘, t, E [0, b], (w,,) E Wm-‘,‘(G)“’ and 
9,,EWm-‘s*(G) with It,-ft,l+O and IIyn-~,,llm-,+O. Since g is 
sublinear, the boundedness of (v,) concerning I/ Ilm-l and that of A 
concerning II II,,, yield, because 
(j, 1 w(x)12” dx)“’ Q meas(E)“- II wll~ 
for each measurable E E G and each w E L*(G) and because of the absolute 
continuity of the Lebesgue integral, that we can find a 6 > 0 with 
[pI(t.,w.,r)(x)- U(f,,yl,,9)(x)12dx]V2~&/2 (*I 
for 9 E A, n E N, and each measurable Es G with meas < 6. Setting 
E m,rr := {x 1 x E G, IV,,,9(x)la K) for 9 E H and K E R+, we can choose 
r > 0 in view of the 11 [I,,,-boundedness of A such that meas(E,.,) < 6 for all 
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rp E A. Let Z denote Lw(G, iRscm)-scm-‘)) and ]] ]lrn its norm; then we set 
D:=(wIwEZ,IIwllw<r} and 
m VI. w)(x) := g(x9 6 L I w(x), w(x)) 
for x E G a.e., t E [0, b], w E D, and w E IV’-‘*‘(G). 
Reasoning by way of contradiction one derives from the sublinear growth 
of g, using Egorov’s and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, that 
(&I .) W)hvSD is equicontinuous on [0, b] x W”‘-‘,‘(G). Thus we can 
choose some n, E N with ]] @(r,, vn, w) - o((to, vO, w)]]~ <s/2 for w E D and 
n>n,. This, (*) and the definition of r yield ]I U(t,, w,, rp) - 
W,, vo, q)llo < E for cp E A ad n > no. 
Now we can give the common part of the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 
Proof qf Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 (First Part) 
We shall use the notations and definitions introduced in Section 2. We 
want to apply Theorem 1.3 with iV, defined by 
for t E [0, b] and q, w fZ H, and therefore need to verify its hypotheses. 
Our first aim is to give a representation of N, as demanded in (Al) and 
(A2). To this end we set 
W,rp)9 vl>= 2 J gab t, Lv(x)) D”v(x) dx 
lal<m G 
for q, I E H and 0 < t < 6. It is well known that K is completely continuous. 
Next choose K E (b-‘o,(b)-’ li q(t) dt, info,(A)); then the set A of eigen- 
values of A, which are contained in [0, K], is finite. If it is nonempty, we 
denote the orthogonal projector on the eigenspace of 1 E n by PA and set 
P = LA=,, (K - 1) PA. P is completely continuous, since each PA has a finite 
dimensional range according to the choice of K, and we have for L := A + P 
that @~,rp~>~II~ll * is fulfilled for cp E H. If li = 0, we set L = A and 
P = 0. Further, for ]a] = m we define U,: [0, b] x IV”-‘*‘(G) X H+ L’(G) 
by 
U,(h 6 v)(x) = &(X9 6 c?l- I @x)9 V,cp(x)) 
for x E G a.e., 0 < t < b, rp E H, and t9E Wm-l**(G), and f: [0, b] x 
W’-‘**(G) x H + H by 
for t E [0, b], cp, w E H, and t9 E Wm-‘Vz(G). 
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If D is a bounded subset of H, we have for 8, f?,, E W”-‘*‘(G), 
t, f,, E [0, b] and ~0 E D: 
where c is a suitable positive real number. Hence Lemma 3.1 yields the 
continuity of (t, 0) +f(r, 0, .) ] D as a mapping from [0, b] x W”‘-‘*‘(G) 
into C,(D, H). This and the complete continuity of the imbedding of 
[0,6] x H into [0, b] x Wm-‘s2(G) imply that (t, 8)hf(t, 8, .) ] D is 
completely continuous and uniformly continuous on bounded subsets, as a 
mapping from [0, b] x H into C,(D, H). 
We set F(t, y, 9) = - Lyl + Pty +f(t, v/, o) for t E [0, b] and q% w E H, and 
have N(t, 9) = K(t, rp) + F(t, o,, q) for c E [0, b] and q E H. 
In order to verify (A2) for F, it remains to show (4). If t E [0, b] and 
o,. VI, 0 E H, in view of (H3) and because of ]( IV]]; < q,(b)-’ II wI(~ for w E H, 
we obtain 
(F(t, 8, co) - J’(h 0, wh a, - w> 
= --(L(~ - v/), v - v) + (f(r, 8,~) -fk 0, ~4 a, - w) 
~--~k~il2+ r \ [u,(r,e,ul)(x)-uU,(t,e,p)(x)l Ia‘L -G 
x [D”q(x) - Daly(x)] dx 
< --K II’?’ - r//II2 + q(t) IIrP - Wlf,, 
< 1-K + q(t) ~,@)-‘I IIq - wIi2. 
Hence, setting k(t) = -K + w,(b)-’ q(t) for 0 < t ,< b, we obtain (4) and 
It k(t) dt < 0 according to the choice of K. 
Obviously (A3) follows from the sublinear growth of g. 
Thus it remains to establish the last hypothesis of Theorem 1.3, which is 
easy, if a is a positive, symmetric bilinear form, but demands ome work, if 
w,(a) = 0. 
Proof of 2.2 (Continued) 
Let I E [0, b] and o E H; then we have 
W(L ~1, v> = -ah f~) + I& P. 9) 
< -Q-b(a) lIdI:, +c1 ll~llA+”  ” IlVllrn~ 
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Here (J means the growth rates of g, (]a ] < m) and p, v E IR + are suitable 
constants. Since ]] I],,, and ]( ]] are equivalent, this yields the existence of some 
r > 0 with (N(t, p), (p) < 0 for all t E [0, b] and all cp E EZ, satisfying /] q]] > r. 
Altogether, we have realized the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 for N in the 
situation of Theorem 2.2, and hence obtained a solution u E C’( [0, b], H) of 
the periodic boundary value problem (2). But this is a weak solution of (1). 
Before finishing the proof of Theorem 2.3, we need a further lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let H be a Hilbert space, b > 0, T: H-r H be continuous, 
linear, selfadjoint and nonnegative, and M: [0, b] X H+ H be continuous. 
Moreover suppose that 0 E a(A) is an isolated eigenvalue and that there are 
~,vEIR+andsomeaE[O,l)suchthat~~M(t,x)~~~~~~x~~”+vforO~tfb 
and x E H. Finally assume 
(V&J E 10, b]‘W’@,) E (W +\W)“‘; 4, -, ~0) 
(tf(z,J E KeW9’: lIznIl = ~W(Y,) E KerV9’“; IIY,II --$ 0): 
i&i ,I,“(M(t,,, A,, y, + J,,z,) < 0. 
n-m 
(5) 
Then we can find some r > 0 such that -(TX, x) + (M(t, x), x) < 0 for 
t E [0, b] and x E H, satisfying ]lxll > r. 
Proof: Otherwise we can choose sequences (x,) E (q{O})” and 
(t,) E [0, b]’ with ]]xnI] + co and 
-(TX,, x,J + (MU,, xJ, x,,) > 0 fornEN. (*I 
If Q denotes the orthogonal projector on Ker(A), we set 
g,= V- Q>x, and h, = Qx, for n E iN. 
Let us first consider the case where we can find some 6 > 0 and a subse- 
quence W of (4 with IIhjJl < 6 II gj.11 f or n E N. Setting e := inf(u(T)\(O}), 
we have E > 0 and (TX,, x,,) > E ]] g,]]* for n E N. Therefore (*) yields 
--E ]I g,]]* + (M(t,, x,), XJ > 0 for n E IN. Applying the growth condition, we 
obtain, for n E N, 
Hence it follows, for n E N, 
which contradicts (] g,. ]] -P co. 
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On the other hand, suppose h, # 0 for n E N and lim,, I( g,]]/]] h,,]] = 0. 
We set yn = gJll h, II T z, = hJ]] h,]] and 1, = ]] h,,]] for n E R\J. Since we have 
An + co for n + co, (5) yields &ii n+m A,“(M(t,, An Y, + A,J,,), zn) < 0. Thus 
we can find some 6 > 0 and a subsequence (j,) of (n) with (M(f,,, x,,), h,.) < 
-6 llh, II’+? 
6 IIhjn/I’itO* 
This yields Pf(~j,, xj,,h xj,> < IP II gj,ll” + P II~~,ll” + ~1 IISj,ll - 
which contradicts (*). 
Now we can also finish the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of 2.3 (Continued) 
It still remains to verify the last hypothesis of Theorem 1.3. To this end 
we want to apply Lemma 3.2 with ( , ), as inner product on H, T = A, and 
it4, defined by (M(t, 9), w),,, = g(t, 9,~) for t E [0, b] and 9,~ E H. Apart 
from (5) it is easy to see that the assumptions of this lemma are fulfilled. 
Assume (5) does not hold: then we can find sequences (t,) E [0, b]“‘, 
(A,,) E (IR +\{O))“’ with 1, --) co, (9,) E Ker(A,$” with ]] 9.]],,, -+ 0, and 7 
(9,,) E Ker(A))’ with ]]9,,]],,, = 1, such that hm,,, L;“(M(t,, A,,(9, + rp,)), 
9,>, 2 0, i.e.,, 
7 
hm L”f5B(fn, Uw, + 9,h 9,) 2 0. n-m 
By going to a subsequence, if necessary, we can suppose that (t,) converges 
to some t E [0,6], (9,) converges to some 9 E Ker(A ,-,), and that for ] a ( < m 
(Pw,,) and (P9,) converge pointwise a.e. on G to 0 and D”cp, respectively. 
Then, reasoning as in the elliptic case [8, 161, one derives that 
(A; I&,, L,,(w, + q,), co,) converges to S(P, t). But WA t) < 0 by 
assumption, since ]]9]],,, = 1, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore Lemma 3.2 can be applied, which yields some p > 0 with 
-(A,9,9),+(M(t,9),9),~0 for tE [O,f~l and 9EH with Il9ll,,,>~. 
Since II II,,, and II II are equivalent, we find some r > 0 with a(9,9) + 
g(t, 9,9) < 0 for t E [0, b] and 9 E H, satisfying Il9ll> r, and hence with 
(iV(t, 9), 9) < 0. Now we can again apply Theorem 1.3 and obtain a weak 
solution of (1). 
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